Patient comfort matters.

Safe, comfortable shelter is essential for the health and well-being of every animal. With the right containment solutions, you can offer the animals in your care a safe, warm and welcoming environment that feels like home.
Create a home away from home.

Luxurious boarding spaces offer maximum comfort and relaxation for canine guests.

Luxury suites are the height of comfort and can be outfitted with beds, rugs, webcams, televisions and other features to create a home-away-from-home experience many clients will prefer for their furry companions. You can configure these suites with tempered glass doors for more visibility and a less confined experience, or you can add material to the door to create privacy for more anxious boarders. Choose the options that suit your needs.

**LUXURY WALK-IN DOG SUITES**

- Minimize noise through their solid enclosure design
- Reduce anxiety by providing a comfortable, insulated suite for nervous guests
- Reduce stress on other guests by containing the noise from a loud occupant
- Generate higher income from clients willing to pay more for greater luxury and higher comfort
- Choose calming colors, such as Sage, Pearl or Beige, and apply them to kennel panels to reduce fear and stress for occupants. You can choose the same or different colors for each side of the panel.
Choose 100% stainless steel for strong, durable containment.

“Midmark’s reputation for product quality and excellent customer service stands out from other companies. The aesthetic appearance, easy disinfection, and durability of their products is unmatched. Their stainless-steel solutions are truly incredible.”

Adam Bouverette
Crossroads Animal Hospital, Hospital Administrator

STAINLESS STEEL SOLUTIONS
- Provide the easiest surface to clean and disinfect
- Lock out moisture and resist corrosion
- Require low maintenance
- Maintain integrity over years of use and abuse
- Provide clinical recovery and hospital containment
Let us design your containment space around you.

**YOU DON’T HAVE TO DO THIS ALONE.**
Spend time with us up front discussing your goals and hearing our recommendations for an optimal design that’s perfectly suited to you and your team. We’ll help you prevent mistakes that could cost time and money, and, more importantly, avoid wasted time working in a space every day that wasn’t designed to fit your specialized needs.

**INDIVIDUAL REAR DRAINS**
- Reduce odor with direct elimination to the sewer
- Pair well with a flushing system for even better sanitation
- Provide the most sanitary option for superior disease control

**REAR CONTINUOUS TRENCH DRAINS**
- Keep waste out of your walking path and out of public view
- Reduce the chance of tracking waste to other kennels
- Provide the most economic option
- Offer the advantages of an individual drain without the drawbacks of multiple slopes

**SOME IMPORTANT DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS TO KEEP IN MIND:**
- Design your facility to offer as much natural light as possible. Position your enclosures so light is evenly distributed. Good lighting will permit better observation of occupants and provide a safe working environment for your team.
- Plan your facility with adequate space for each dog. Make sure your guests will have enough floor space to assume all normal postures and engage in normal behaviors.
- Frost a portion of the glass doors on your kennels to reduce overstimulation from other visible occupants.
- Control the traffic in your facility to help anxious guests. Direct the traffic and workflows in your facility to avoid repeatedly alarming them. Give them the opportunity to calm down and relax their vigilance.
- Give your recovery and general boarding kennels their own HVAC systems with filtration to minimize odor throughout your facility.

YOUR ideal facility can be more than just a dream.

Our team will help you design your space from the ground up, working with architects to incorporate the right building codes, account for crucial structural requirements like drainage systems, and optimize the workflow in your new space.

**OPTIMIZE CLEANLINESS WITH THE RIGHT DRAIN.**
The drain you choose and where you put it are essential decisions for the overall aesthetic and sanitation needs of your facility. The right choice depends on your operating preferences.
Looking to remodel and want to maximize your current space? Hoping to make every square inch work for you? We can help. Our products are configurable and can be adapted to suit different types of spaces.

01 Sani-Kennels are designed for a variety of environments, including animal shelters, pet resorts, animal hospitals and military operations. They allow superior mounting and leveling, as well as a protective seal that works with your existing floors using patented designs.

02 K-9 Cabin Double Stacked System is completely customizable and configurable with a vast number of gate styles and material choices.

03 Modular 2-Story Double Deck™ Kennels, patented by Midmark, efficiently utilize vertical space for additional runs, increasing your revenue potential while occupying less floor space.

04 Optimal workflow begins with adequate space. A minimum of 4 feet door swing space is suggested for facing inline kennels.

05 UltraBase® Above Floor Kennels require no gutter or special sewer lines and allow for the installation of indoor kennels in spaces not normally constructed for housing animals.
Keep everyone safe.

Choose from countless features designed to ensure the safety of your team and furry guests.

NO-THRESHOLD DOORS
- Eliminate tripping hazards to keep your team working safely
- Clear the way for a more efficient workflow

LOCKING TRANSFER DOORS
- Allow care providers to safely and efficiently move guests in and out of kennels
- Use large bone-shaped handles and a pulley system to make transfer door operation smooth and effortless

FEEDER DOORS
- Make feeding and watering devices easily accessible for filling, changing and cleaning
- Help your team avoid aggressive occupants and stay safe

PATENTED STAINLESS STEEL LATCH*
- Secures from both sides, allowing gates to swing both in and out
- Keeps your team secure while working inside the kennel
- Provides a quick exit if someone on your team encounters a hostile animal

*Available on certain models only
Prevent cross-contamination and disease.

Every animal housing facility faces the risk of infectious disease. Infection prevention and control measures are vital to protect your animal guests, your team and your community. Healthy-appearing animals may be contagious before becoming ill. Maintaining effective cleaning, disinfection, infection prevention and infection control protocols requires forethought. Using the right containment solution is essential.

01 Sani Slope® and patented Silvis Seal® prevent cross-contamination and disease exposure even when the primary bead of floor sealant has been breached or where cracks, waves or other imperfections are present in the floor.

02 UltraBase® Above Floor Kennels use a one-piece molded fiberglass base with a gentle side radius that extends up 6 inches so there is no floor-side seam to flex, crack or leak over time. The base unit securely attaches to Midmark isolation side panels for a watertight seal, and the slip-resistant floor base is easy to clean.

03 ISO-Care® Quarantine Cages isolate animals with contagious diseases or other quarantine requirements. Their tempered glass design keeps all discharge within the unit, and a two-tiered drainage system keeps wastes and liquids away from other animals. These wastes and liquids exit through the ISO-Care floor drain and can flow directly to a sewer outlet. A built-in fan vents contaminated air.
"We wanted a modern, fear-free kenneling facility. Midmark went above and beyond to provide a solution that meets our needs."

Troy Larson, DVM
The Cat Clinic + Spa and The Vet Wellness Center of Green, Owner
Shhh...

Minimize fear, anxiety and stress for your furry guests.

Cats are notorious for their nervous personalities and preference for hiding. They can be easily startled by sudden or loud noises and visual stimuli. You can help your feline guests feel safer and more comfortable with containment options designed specifically for them.

FIBERGLASS CAT SUITES
- Use a door with horizontal wire designed to reduce fear and finished in white powder-coated paint to give a softer appearance
- Stay warm and keep noise to a minimum with their molded, solid-surface fiberglass cage bodies
- Let light into usually dark containment spaces through a translucent ceiling
- Close with a quiet magnetic latch that helps reduce the stress cats can experience from loud noises

LUXURY CAT CONDOS
- Follow the Association of Shelter Veterinarians guidelines for feline housing
- Utilize soft-close stainless-steel hinges that help decrease stress and anxiety by preventing slamming doors that startle or scare cats
- Separate litter and hiding units to create an acceptable living environment and comfortable resting area
- Include perching shelves that allow occupants to spend more time on the elevated surface they often prefer*

QUIET COTTAGES®
- Ensure a quieter, warmer environment with their durable fiberglass construction
- Belong to the Fear Free™ Preferred Product Program

LUUXURY CAT CONDOS
- Offer a calming option for your non-feline guests
- Provide hiding places for occupants to comfortably avoid visual contact with other animals or people
- Reduce noise pollution by decreasing reactions to visual stimuli

* Research shows high perching shelves improve feline well-being. (Carlstead 1993)